Create your own special three-dimensional pop-up card to send to your friends and loved ones.

Materials:

- Cardstock
- Construction paper or any colored paper
- Glue
- Pencil or markers
- Scissors

1. Choose a piece of cardstock and fold it in half.

2. Cut parallel lines along the middle fold. Do it in pairs of the same length. Each pair can be a different length. That way, some objects will stand out while others stay in the background.

3. Push the flaps forward.

4. Create your designs for the card on another piece of paper and cut them out. Remember to write a special thank you message.

5. Glue them on the flaps or on the sides of the card.

6. Choose a different colored paper. Fold it in half and then glue it to the back of the cardstock.

7. Voila! Your very own pop-up card.
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